SchedulesPlus
Registration Shopping Cart
REGISTRATION from home PC -- Shopping Cart
For those sites that have people pre-registering for activities from their home PC, you will now see a shopping
cart that enables the home user to sign-up for multiple activities in a single transaction.
The cart can contain items they pay for and those that have no fee.
After the user is done adding items to their cart, they can click CHECKOUT, and all of the items are processed
in a single transaction. This is a huge improvement over the past where users had to sign-up for each activity
one at a time. The cart will display after the person selects an activity to register for. Screen Shots below.

As a home viewer browses
your calendar and clicks on
events to see more
information, they see a screen
like this one.
1) If the event requires preregistration, a button shows at
the button REGISTER TO ATTEND.
When they click REGISTER TO
ATTEND, the item will be added
to their cart.

In our example, we have
added 3 items to the cart.
1) The tab ‘MY CART’ shows that I
have added (3) items to my cart.

3) The viewer can easily move between MY CART and ACTIVITIES. ACTIVITIES
displays all activities where your organization requires pre-registration.
4) When ready, the viewer clicks ‘CHECKOUT’ to start the checkout process.
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2) The details of those items are
shown, including price, the
quantity, and subtotal. The
viewer can adjust the quantity or
remove an item.

SchedulesPlus
Registration Shopping Cart
The ACTIVITIES tab shows the
viewer all of the activities
your organization has
available for pre-registration.
1) The viewer can search by name
for a specific event, or use the
Category dropdown to filter to
one of your SCHEDULEs.
2) To start over, the viewer can
CLEAR CART.
3) The total of all of the activities
is found at the top next to TOTAL.
4) The details of all activities available for registration are shown in the ACTIVITIES
tab. The viewer can add any of these items as well to the cart, eliminating the need
to go back to the calendar to find the next activity they want to register for.
5) If the item is already in the cart, a notice reflecting that is displayed.
6) The viewer can scroll through the entire list of activities your organization offers
for pre-registration

After the viewer clicks
CHECKOUT, they will be given
a confirmation screen
showing all of the items they
had placed in their cart.
1) If they want to return to their
cart to add more, they can do so
using CANCEL-RETURN TO CART
2) The viewer’s summary
information and subtotal are
reflected.
4) If the viewer wants to add information to their registration for each activity, they
add in it ‘YOUR COMMENTS’. These comments are added to the comment field in
the attendee record created after submitting for registration.
5) When ready, the viewer selects SUBMIT MY REGISTRATION. (NOTE: for
organizations that collect payment via Credit Cart right away, this button would show PAY
NOW and the viewer would be presented another confirmation screen before being taken
to PAYPAL to complete their payment.)
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3) The activity detail and
quantity, along with additional
instructions is displayed.
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FOR SITES THAT HAVE ENABLED CREDIT CARD SUPPORT:
For sites that have enabled paying with Credit Card, the SUBMIT MY
REGISTRATION button is replaced with the word NEXT and the viewer is
presented with a CONFIRMATION page before proceeding to Paypal for
processing.
After the registrant has completed their credit card payment, the system will
return to the confirmation page (below).
When the registration is
completed in the system, the
registrant is presented with a
final screen.
1) THANK YOU reflects their
registration is completed
2) The details of their registration
are shown. They can print the
page for their records.

3) The viewer can return to multiple pages, including the ACTIVITIES tab showing all
activities your organization has available for pre-registration.
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